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About Asura Game Studio We are an
independent studio with over 20 years
of experience in the game industry. We

have been highly successful in
publishing games that have a wider
reach in Japan and overseas. ABOUT

TARNISHED Tarnished is an action RPG
with a theme of magic and destiny. It
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features a fluid camera system for first-
person action as well as a side-view,
third-person view. It contains over 40

hours of gameplay. ABOUT ELDEN
LANDS BETWEEN Tarnished is the first
part of Elden Lands Between, the story
of which is being told in "Legend of the
Elden Ring 2022 Cracks Part 1". -Story
Legend of the Elden Ring For Windows

10 Cracks Part 1 A young man
struggles with the choice between

right and wrong as he fights to uncover
the truth behind his mother's death.

Part 1: The Appearance of Tarnished A
tale of two worlds will soon be told as a
young man, who has been kidnapped
by a cult, learns of his true destiny.
-Gameplay Presentation The action
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takes place in a three-dimensional
world, but the field of view is very

wide. This provides a new sensation in
playing the game since you can easily
see the entire area from anywhere and
everything overlaps. During battle, the
camera randomly changes from a first-
person view to a third-person view and
vice versa. You can also see the game

world as if you were looking from a
bird's eye view. You can freely access
the various shops while exploring, and
you can also use the map to see the
status of your exploration. The AI of
the monsters has been improved to

become more challenging than before.
The side-view and third-person views

have been improved to allow for a
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better sense of location and spatial
awareness. In addition, the interface
has been revamped to make the best

use of the wide screen. -Magic The
magic system of Tarnished has been
greatly improved. There are many

spells that can be learned through the
opening story, and they include both

powerful elemental magic and obscure
art magic. The basic view of the spell
you equip determines which types of
magic it can cast. When you upgrade
your spells, you can also learn new
spells that can be used with unique

effects. The number of items you own
can have a huge influence

Features Key:
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Ride in PVP Modes as an Alterive. Beginning with the "League" mode, the Rook, Griffin
and Tyrant are the only monsters that can be encountered. They are stronger than

monsters in "Easy" mode, but gain experience points as they consume your fare, and
they have various affinities that they can use on you. If you are the one to consume

them by receiving damage from them, you will gain experience points equivalent to the
monster's size. If you consume another player instead, it will earn fewer experience

points. You can use these monsters as bait to lure other players to fight you, and use
their affinities as weapons to weaken them. You can also withdraw while consuming one

of these monsters and leave them to their fate, earning you more rewards. There are
five types of jewels in total: Red, White, Blue, Yellow and Black Jewel, and three

categories of weapons: Fighting, Ranging and Armor. Each of these jewels receives
experience points when monsters consume you. The five types of jewels have different
levels of experience points, and the weapon grades are roughly equivalent. Red, Blue
and Yellow Jewel can be consumed once, whereas Red, White, and Black Jewel cannot
be consumed and must be maintained by consuming weapon Grades, and Blue Jewel
can be consumed one per time. If a monster consumes a Jewel they did not consume
previously, they receive only 50 percent of the experience points. When a monster

consumes you and your Jewel, they generally use the consumable item that matches
their type. For example, the Griffin consumes the Jewel normally associated with them,
and the Rook and Tyrant consume the one associated with them for exclusive attacks.

Experience Points as Weapon and Equipment. When a monster consumes you, your
character can also receive experience points. You are considered to be a weapon for
them, and receive more experience points the more you are thrown out in attacks by
consuming other monsters. This feature can be used to your advantage, such as by

consuming the powerful monsters to receive more experience than normal.
Furthermore, there are several items that have advantages, based on their magnitude.

The damage dealt by a fighting grade weapon increases with experience. There are
several weapons that provide a continuous and fixed amount of damage. The damage
dealt by a weapon grade that is higher than this is reduced to half. The attack power of
the Tyrant increases with experience points, and it can deliver powerful area-of-effect

attacks.
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